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Abstract

Purpose: According to the Egyptian Start-up Ecosystem Report (ITIDA, 2021), Egypt has one of the foremost start-up ecosystems on Africa, both in terms of levels of start-up activity and inward investments. Yet the county lags in terms of women’s participation in founding start-ups. According to the latest Global Entrepreneurship Monitor report for Egypt, the entrepreneurial activity rate for women was 5.7%, while that of Egyptian men was 16.7%, despite women’s positive attitudes towards entrepreneurship.

Methodology: The current research has an exploratory nature and aims at analysing entrepreneurship ecosystem in Egypt through a gender lens to highlight the factors that are hindering Egyptian women from exploiting the different elements of the ecosystem. To achieve this, it adopts the exploratory research approach combining semi-structured interviews with ten women entrepreneurs chosen using expert sampling and an online survey distributed via Egyptian entrepreneurs’ online communities.

Findings: Analysis shows that Egyptian women entrepreneurs do not believe that the ecosystem discriminates against them, but there are some practices that are gender-insensitive which poses challenges to women hence impact their presence and activities within the ecosystem.

Unique contribution to theory, policy and practice: The results add to the literature of both entrepreneurship ecosystem and women entrepreneurship in Egypt and it provides practical implications to leverage Egyptian women participation in entrepreneurship.
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1 Introduction

It has been widely acknowledged that entrepreneurship is vital to the economic and social development of countries. It provides a pathway for job creation, income generation and poverty reduction. It has been used to describe the set of actions that lead to the creation of new products and services rather than being an attribute of a certain profile of people and interests (Ward, Hernández-Sánchez and Sánchez-García, 2019). However, the literature on the topic has shown variations among men and women in terms of their motives to start the business, the challenges and opportunities they face and their growth aspirations. Hence, a new stream has emerged focusing on women entrepreneurs and has been expanding exponentially since then (Poggesi, Mari and De Vita, 2016), coupled with an increase in number of women emerging as entrepreneurs both in developed and developing economies.

Woman entrepreneur is viewed as any woman who takes an action to organize and manage resources and bears all the risks to establish and grow an enterprise and derive profit out of it (Tiwari, 2017). Being an entrepreneur has a lot of benefits to women themselves; it serves as an equalizing factor against social and economic inequalities (Rashid and Ratten, 2020), it increases their mobility, assists them in being economically empowered, and enable them to achieve greater independence and self-assertion. Moreover, their impact extends beyond themselves to contribute immensely to improving poverty levels, increasing per capita income and employment creation. However, the gap in entrepreneurial activities between males and females remains persistent. In the Women’s Entrepreneurship 2020-2021 report (Elam et al., 2021), the global average of the Total Early-stage Entrepreneurial Activity rate (TEA), which is the percentage of adults between the ages of 18 and 64 who are in the process of starting a business or already started a business less than 3.5 years, for women entrepreneurs was 10.4%, which is about three-quarters the rate of men, whose TEA is 13.6%.

This pattern is witnessed in Egypt, where the gender gap in entrepreneurship has been consistent over the years (Rizk and Rashed, 2022; Mahrous, 2019; Hattab, 2012; El-Hamidi, 2011), not only this, but the percentage of Egyptian women entrepreneurs is one of the lowest in the MENA region (Shorbagi et al., 2017). According to Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) for Egypt 2020-2021 (Ismail et al., 2022), the total entrepreneurial activity rate among Egyptian women was 5.7%, while that of Egyptian males was 16.7%, despite they have positive attitudes towards entrepreneurship as they perceive it as a good career choice, they believe they have the required start-up skills and have an intention to start their businesses (Elam et al., 2022). Thus, these figures are alarming as it signals a wasted opportunity.

Although there is an argument that the challenges faced by women entrepreneurs are not gender-specific, and all entrepreneurs face significant challenges, however, women entrepreneurs face higher barriers based on their gender that might” jeopardize women’s capacity to start and grow businesses and thereby limit their ability to act as agents of change in their communities and societies” (UNICEF, 2021, p. 1). Shankar, Elam and Glinski (2020)
summoned the barriers facing women entrepreneurs on accessing and mobilizing economic, social and cultural capital, which goes against the general assumption behind entrepreneurial ecosystems stating that all entrepreneurs, irrespective of their gender, have equal access to the elements, resources, and opportunities that lie within the ecosystem (Brush et al., 2019).

Entrepreneurial ecosystems (EE) are defined as a “set of interdependent actors and factors coordinated in such a way that they enable productive entrepreneurship within a particular territory” (Stam and Spigel, 2016, p. 1). Within this framework, the EE in Egypt has been growing over the past years due to the increase in the key players, quantitatively and qualitatively, who enabled and supported Egyptians in their attempt to start and grow their businesses. This has resulted in a continuous increase in the number of entrepreneurs; nevertheless, women apparently did not get their fair share of support as numbers indicate. Thus, it is deemed imperative to understand entrepreneurship ecosystem in Egypt from women entrepreneurs’ level of perception to reveal the reasons that might prevent them from utilising and benefitting from all these programmes and services within the ecosystem. Hence, the current research aims at answering the following question “how do women entrepreneurs in Egypt perceive the entrepreneurial ecosystem?”

The women entrepreneurship research stream in Egypt has been evolving over the last years, but it is not fully investigated, so by answering this question, this study adds to this stream and opens the door for further research considering its findings. Moreover, the study contributes to the entrepreneurial ecosystem literature, specifically in Egypt. Despite of the increasing interest, it is still a nascent topic in Egypt; hence this paper improves our understanding of EE in the country. The study has a practical implication as it will enable the policy makers and key players of the entrepreneurship ecosystem in Egypt to cater to the needs of women entrepreneurs and focus their efforts on the direction deemed necessary by women themselves; hence leverage their participation and improve their performance.

The paper is divided into the following parts, the first part, which is the theoretical background, briefly presents the entrepreneurship ecosystem in terms of definition to pave the way to featuring entrepreneurship ecosystem in Egypt. This part as well introduces the current situation of women entrepreneurs in Egypt highlighting the challenges they face. The second part introduces the methodology utilized to fulfil the research’s aim, while the third part presents the analysis of data and the final part concludes the study and provides some recommendations.

2 Theoretical Background

2.1 Entrepreneurship Ecosystem

With the growing interest in entrepreneurship and acknowledging its powerful impact, calls were made to further our understanding of the phenomenon, in light of variations among countries in their entrepreneurial activities or even within the same country. This was accompanied with the acknowledgement that focusing only on the entrepreneur may be too narrow (Acs, Szerb and Autio, 2014) and inefficient in explaining why certain countries/regions are more nurturing to entrepreneurship than others. In 2010 Isenberg discussed the entrepreneurship ecosystem (Stam, 2015) describing the environment in which
entrepreneurship can thrive, claiming that success cannot be achieved depending on one factor only (Khattab and Al-Magli, 2017). Moreover, Isenberg (2011) developed what is known as ‘entrepreneurship ecosystem for economic development.

There were many attempts to define the concept. For example, Sussan and Acs (2017) defined EE as a “…dynamic institutionally embedded interaction between entrepreneurial attitudes, abilities and aspirations, by individuals, which drives the allocation of resources through the creation and operation of new ventures” (p.61). While Spigel (2017) defined it as a “combination of social, political and cultural elements within a region that support the development and growth of innovative start-ups and encourage nascent entrepreneurs and other actors to take the risks of starting, funding, and otherwise assisting high-risk ventures.” (p. 50), in addition to many other definitions that are available in the literature (Audretsch and Belitski, 2017; Acs et al., 2017; Stam, 2015; Isenberg, 2011). Following that, many researchers attempted to clarify the constituents of the entrepreneurship ecosystem but due to differences in its definition, some direct and indirect elements and indexes were developed yet the empirical evidence of a unified definition and constituents remain limited (Liguori et al., 2019). Thus, for the sake of the current study, the researcher is adopting Isenberg’s view (2011) that the ecosystem is composed of core domains, which are policy, markets, finance, culture, support, and human capital. Those six domains have been the base of many studies and models described and discussed the ecosystem (Stephens et al., 2022).

Over the past few years, entrepreneurship in Egypt has been gaining a tremendous interest, due to its importance in reducing unemployment especially among youth and its overall positive impact. This interest was reflected in the flourishing entrepreneurship ecosystem (Ismail et al., 2022; Ali et al., 2021; Ismail, 2020; Zaki and Zeini, 2019), to extent it positioned Egypt as the fourth largest start-up ecosystem on Africa (ITIDA, 2021) and Cairo, the capital, has been acknowledged among the top 10 best cities in the world to create a new venture (Ragab, Ragab and Monaghan, 2020). This has been the outcome of the rapid evolving of support programs (for example incubators and accelerators), the increase in the number of funding mechanisms, establishments of governmental entities with mandate to support entrepreneurship, in addition to the development of entrepreneurship educational programmes targeting students at different stages of education as well as technical and vocational education and training (TVET).

2.2 Women entrepreneurship in Egypt

As a result of the work of different parties in the country, Egyptian women have achieved advancements in different areas including entrepreneurship. Government of Egypt (GoE) has been exerting great efforts in diminishing gender gaps across various business sectors, through the multiple initiatives and organisations that support women, in addition to the laws and regulations that promote gender equality and support women’s participation in the labour force.

There are several initiatives designed to promote women entrepreneurship to help them overcome biases and obstacles in the Egyptian context in addition to improving the socio-economic environment. For example, establishing the National Council for Women (NCW) by Presidential Decree No. 90 of 2000, with an authorization from the government to advance the
status of Egyptian women by enhancing their social, economic and political status. Moreover, in 2017, the GoE declared the “Year of Egyptian Women” and National Women’s Strategy 2017-2030 was launched (Hassan and Zahria, 2021) to grant the Egyptian woman more rights and gains while taking measures that ensure her fair civil and political rights and representation in all decision - making positions. Another government-backed programme is “Heya Ra’eda”, by the Technology Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center (TIEC) to support early-stage women entrepreneurs operating in the ICT sector (Al-Din, 2021). Supporting women entrepreneurs is not exclusive to the government (El-Fiky, 2021), as there are other parties who are either collectively or individually work towards supporting women through financial and non-financial services, for example, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the Canadian International Agency (CIDA), the Micro, Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises Development Agency, and the Ministry of Trade and Industry, in addition to many banks now who should have quotas to fund SMEs as well as women-led businesses.

Despite these initiatives and efforts to boost women entrepreneurship, the percentage of Egyptian women entrepreneurs is one of the lowest in the MENA region (Shorbagi et al., 2017). According to Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) for Egypt 2020-2021 (Ismail et al., 2022), the total entrepreneurial activity rate among Egyptian women was 5.7%, which is not only lower than that of Egyptian men, but if compared to other GEM cycles between 2008 and 2022, it is lower than it was in in 2008, which was 6% then (Hattab, 2008). Not only this, but of all entrepreneurs who manage to grow their businesses beyond three years, women’s share is 14.6% only, which is lower than the global average and MENA average (Ismail et al., 2022). Moreover, Egypt ranks 64 out of 65 according Mastercard Index of Women Entrepreneurs 2021 global ranking (Mastercard, 2021).

According to (Welsh, Kaciak and Shamah, 2018), Egyptian women entrepreneurs face a hostile environment, which is characterized of being unpredictable and constraining. In such environment, the economic, political, and cultural aspects pose huge pressure that impacts negatively the performance and sustainability of women-owned businesses (Al-Dajani and Marlow, 2013). They have difficulties in accessing finance from formal institutions such as banks (Adly and Kathib, 2014). Moreover, the Egyptian cultural norms perceive starting businesses to be risky and should not be perused by women; it is men’s job while the women should be responsible for the household (Beninger et al., 2016). This is even more evident in rural areas (Elkafrawi and Refai, 2022) where the prevalent customs and traditions play a significant role in hindering rural women’s entrepreneurial activities through the prevailing patriarchal culture, where women should seek men’s consent to their economic activities. Another challenge as well as is the insufficient social services which would allow women to work after starting a family (Jochaud, 2013).

Other challenges that are facing women entrepreneurs but not much highlighted, access to resources, time burden, intra-household decision making, and limited control over resource as well as markets, etc (El-Hamidi, 2011). Egyptian women have reported discrimination against them in regulations related to business rules and regulations (Beninger et al., 2016). Moreover, women have hardships in forming social network that could support them later (MoF, 2007) which leads them to work in isolation and stops them from being able to reach other
associations or access vital information on policies and requirements, ultimately hindering their growth and sustainability.

It is evident that the systematic interventions are not yielding the expected results in supporting women entrepreneurs in Egypt as the numbers over the years have shown, which suggests the presence of a gap between how the ecosystem is thriving to support women and what women need to start and grow their businesses. Hence, it is imperative to investigate and assess the ecosystem via a gender lens to bridge this gap, which is the main aim of the current study.

3 Methodology

The current research aims at analysing entrepreneurship ecosystem in Egypt through a gender lens to highlight the factors that are hindering Egyptian women from exploiting the different elements of the ecosystem. To achieve this, it adopts the exploratory research approach combining qualitative and quantitative methods to collect primary data.

3.1 Data collection

The research has been conducted based on secondary and primary data. The secondary data was presented in the theoretical background attempted to introduce entrepreneurship ecosystem, specifically in Egypt and the status of Egyptian women entrepreneurs and the different initiatives and programmes targeting them. This has been based on different sources available in the entrepreneurship literature, including books, articles, reports, and academic journals.

The primary data was collected utilizing a mix of quantitative and qualitative techniques. Combining the two approaches allows for dual validation of data and findings (Kelle, 2006), and provide a coherent and complete picture of situation under investigation.

Regarding the quantitative method, data were collected using an online survey that was shared with respondents which later was followed by a reminder. It was chosen for its convenience, flexibility, and speed (Evans and Mathur, 2018). The online questionnaire was divided into three main sections. The first section aimed at exploring the profile of women entrepreneurs in Egypt, hence included questions about age and education. The second part aimed at revealing the profile of businesses owned by women entrepreneurs, hence included questions about the start date, industry, number of employees and products and services and sources of funding. The third part aimed at discovering women’s perception of the ecosystem, hence included statements about the six elements of the ecosystem (Isenberg, 2010) which are finance, policy, human capital, markets, support, and culture. The statements were adapted from the work of Stam (2018), Stephens et al. (2022) and National Experts Survey by the Global entrepreneurship Monitor (Elam et al., 2021). Each statement in the online questionnaire was rated on a 5-point Likert scale, from “totally disagree” to “totally agree”. Cronbach’s Alpha has been calculated for each element to ensure that the statements adopted for the research fit the purpose. However, the values for human capital and policy were 0.5 or less hence it was disregarded from the analysis since it is less than the acceptable value of 0.70 (Tavakol and Dennick, 2011). Moreover, two lists were included within the survey with instructions to
women entrepreneurs to choose the elements that have an impact on their businesses, one for the challenges and one for the opportunities.

Table 1 Cronbach’s Alpha

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EE’s elements</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finance (5 statements)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markets (4 statements)</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture (5 statements)</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy (5 statements)</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support (6 statements)</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Capital (5 statements)</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Calculations are based on survey results

Regarding the qualitative method, the researcher opted to conduct semi-structured interviews with women entrepreneurs. The number of interviewed women entrepreneurs reached ten. According to (Hennink and Kaiser, 2021), this number is enough to reach the saturation point in qualitative research especially in small size populations, which is the case in Egypt as the theoretical framework showed. Moreover, the outcomes of the interviews became similar and did not result in identification of new issues. The interviews were conducted online to fit the schedules of the interviewees which as well enabled the audio recording, after receiving the permission from respondents, and lasted between 60-90 minutes each. Since the interviews were conducted after the analysis of the survey results, questions were formed to validate the results and explore some issues further, however, other topics aroused during the interviews as per each informant’s background and experience. All interviews were translated, transcribed, and coded. A thematic analysis then was used to analyse the answers. This type of analysis can be performed without a software (Nowell et al., 2017; Braun and Clarke, 2006), and allows the researchers to examine the perspectives of different research participants, which is the core of the current research.

There was one question that has been asked in both approaches, which is “Do you believe that the entrepreneurial ecosystem in Egypt is discriminating against women?” to complement the assessment. During the interviews, it was asked towards the with a follow-up question requesting women to give their reasons behind their belief.

3.2 Sampling
For the online survey, the sample was chosen randomly. The researcher reached out to Egyptian entrepreneurs’ online communities and with the assistance of the administrators of those communities, the link was posted, preceded with an introduction about the study and requesting women entrepreneurs, who have been in the business for not less than a year and registered with the authorities, to take part in it. Then a reminder post was made to increase the response rate. This has yielded 57 surveys, however, 13 were discarded as either were incomplete or the business was established less than a year and/or not registered.

The ten interviewed women were chosen using expert sampling as it enabled the researcher to identify and select information-rich cases (Palinkas et al., 2015). This type of sampling is a purposive sampling technique that is used to garner knowledge from individuals who have expertise in a particular field (Bhardwaj, 2019). Thus, women were chosen for their expertise in starting and growing business within the entrepreneurship ecosystem in Egypt. They were chosen from different sectors to have a representative sample. Moreover, a predetermined criteria were developed before selecting the respondents, which included:

1. Owner/manager of a business that has been at least one year in the market. The rationale is to ensure that the woman entrepreneur has interacted with the ecosystem sufficiently to be able to judge its implications on herself and her business.

2. The business is formally registered. The rationale is that for an entrepreneur to make use of programmes, funding opportunities, etc., the business must be registered with the relevant authorities.

4 Data Analysis

The study investigates the perception of Egyptian women entrepreneurs of the entrepreneurial ecosystem to highlight the issues of the current ecosystem, and where it lags in catering to their needs. The research is of exploratory nature as mentioned in the Research Methodology part, so it aims at answering the following questions in depth:

1. What are the characteristics of women-owned businesses in Egypt?

2. How does Egyptian women entrepreneurs perceive the entrepreneurship ecosystem in the country?

The following sub-sections presents the findings of data analysis using the relevant tools.

4.1 Analysis of the online survey

4.1.1 Profile of women entrepreneurs and their businesses

Table 2 displays the profile of Egyptian women entrepreneurs, who have founded businesses for more than one year and are actively involved in managing/leading this business. In terms of age, it is interesting to notice that Egyptian women at all ages are actively involved in their businesses, yet the majority are in the age bracket 31-40 years old, followed by the younger group, 20-30 years. The majority are married, where those who are not married represented 30% of the responses. In terms of education level, the majority are university graduate with first degree, however, there is a high percentage of women entrepreneurs with graduate degrees (MA or PhD). Moreover, most women entrepreneurs are Business Administration graduates,
followed by STEM, particularly Engineering and Computer Science. Another interesting finding is the employment status of women entrepreneurs. Most of women were employed before starting their own business, where 70% stated that they had jobs prior to turning into entrepreneurship. In terms of their motives to start a business, it is noticeable that they are driven by market opportunity followed by seeking an alternative for their unemployment status. To a less extent, they are driven by their passion for their talent, determined to utilize it in a business or continue their family’s sage in business. This general profile of women entrepreneurs shows that women entrepreneurs in Egypt are more opportunity driven rather than necessity, which is against the general notion that Egyptians and women in particular start their businesses out of necessity, i.e. as they have no other alternative to support their selves and families (Krafft and Rizk, 2021; El Assar and Said, 2015; Hattab, 2012).

Table 2 Profile of Women Entrepreneurs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Valid Percent (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age Category</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-40</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-50</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>above 50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marital Status</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Married</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Educational level</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary certificate/still student</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc../BA</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSc.MA</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Area of study</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration/Management</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts and Humanities</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In terms of the business profile of Egyptian women entrepreneurs, it is noticeable that women start businesses in all industries, although the majority are in the consumer-oriented businesses, for example, training, consultancy, wellness/nutrition/fitness, and education and to a less extent in the VC investment/brokerage and manufacturing. Women also are found in the IT/mobile applications, a field that has been male dominated. Although the GEM Egypt report for 2021 (Ismail et al., 2022) showed that a very low percentage of women continue their businesses beyond three years, the results indicate that most of women succeeded in doing so, to extent some of them have been in the business for more than 10 years. As earlier research on women entrepreneurship indicated, women start small businesses, but they create jobs. Results have shown that women usually employ between 1-5 employees; although when summed up, the majority will be having more than 5 employees. Half of them indicated that they have witnessed an increase in the number of employees, over the past five years. When it comes to number of products and service produced/offered by women entrepreneurs, the majority has 1-5 products/services; though when summed up, the majority will be having more than 5 products, which is expected as a good number of entrepreneurs are in fields that require multiple offerings (for example, jewellery and fashion). However, results have shown that the majority did not increase their initial offering over the past five years. Although a good number of women starting businesses in the IT industry, 57% of women entrepreneurs indicated that their offerings are not IT-based. In terms of source of funding, most women indicated that they depended on their personal savings to fund their businesses or taking loans from their families.

**Table 3 Business Profile of the Respondents**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Valid Percent (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VC investment/Brokerage</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Events Planning</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fashion/jewellery/handcrafts</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consultancy/Marketing Agency</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IT / Mobile Application</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Enterprise</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Healthcare</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nutrition/Fitness/Wellness</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of years the business has been running</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>more than 1 - less than 3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 and less than 5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 and less than 10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>more than 10 years</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of current Employees (excluding yourself)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 - less than 5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 - less than 10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Source: Calculations are based on survey results

4.1.2 Women Entrepreneurs’ Perception of the Entrepreneurship Ecosystem

In terms of assessing the different elements of the ecosystem, Table 4 presents the results of the sub-elements of each one of the remaining elements after disregarding human capital and policies. In terms of culture, results show that women perceive entrepreneurs in a positive way, as they indicated that entrepreneurs have a gid reputation, however, fear of failure and risk taking are two major concerns for women entrepreneurs in Egypt, which is a common concern (Lockyer and George, 2012). In terms of markets, women entrepreneurs had somehow negative perception of this element, had a problem in accessing market information (for example information about customers and their preferences, market statistics, suppliers, etc..), which might threaten woman’s ability to perform in a certain market and grow her market share. In terms of support, women had varying perceptions of this elements, for example, they struggled to access technical experts (lawyers, accountants, etc..) who could provide her with assistance.
and advise to support her business; however, they regarded the events and summits as an enabling factor as they stated its useful, while they were neutral about the easiness of access of networks, experts, and incubators. In terms of finance, women indicated that raising funds was not an easy task and expressed their preference for female investors.
Table 4 Assessment of Entrepreneurship Ecosystem Elements in Egypt

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entrepreneurship Ecosystem Elements</th>
<th>Entrepreneurship Ecosystem sub-elements</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Entrepreneurs and founders have a good reputation</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Culture in Egypt is highly supportive of individual success achieved through own personal efforts</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Culture in Egypt encourages creativity and innovativeness</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Culture in Egypt encourages entrepreneurial risk-taking</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Most people and institutions tolerate failure and give others a second chance</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market</td>
<td>There are chances to access the local Markets</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market</td>
<td>There are chances to access the international Markets</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market</td>
<td>Market Information is available</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market</td>
<td>Companies can afford the cost of market entry.</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>The services provided by non-governmental organisations are fitting for my needs</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>I can easily access networks or support groups for my business</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>I have access to the technical experts who could assist in the development of my business</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The infrastructure is assisting me in doing my business | 44 | 1.0 | 5.0 | 3.2 | 1.2

Incubators/accelerators are designed considering the needs of women entrepreneurs | 44 | 1.0 | 5.0 | 2.8 | 1.4

I find enterprise conferences/events take place in Egypt to be useful | 44 | 1.0 | 5.0 | 4.0 | 0.9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Without access to financial assistance, the development of my business would have been a major challenge | 44 | 1.0 | 5.0 | 4.5 | 1.1

Raising funds from investors was a challenge | 44 | 1.0 | 5.0 | 4.0 | 1.2

I believe women investors would understand our needs more than male investors | 44 | 1.0 | 5.0 | 4.5 | 1.1

Amounts of funds raised do not always match my ask nor needs | 44 | 1.0 | 5.0 | 4.0 | 0.9

Source: Calculations are based on survey results

Figure 1 and Figure 2 present the results of assessing the factors of entrepreneurship ecosystem from the perception of women entrepreneurs in Egypt. Figure 1 illustrates the challenges and hindering factors women encounter while they are managing and attempting to grow their businesses. Women entrepreneurs identified availability of skilled labour, their abilities to pay salaries and labour laws and regulations as their top challenging factors; all are related to the human capital. Finance came second where women identified access to finance and their own financial experience in the fourth and fifth ranks.
source: calculations are based on survey results

fig. 1 assessment of entrepreneurship ecosystem – challenges and hindering factors to growth

figure 2 illustrates the opportunities availed to women entrepreneurship through the entrepreneurship ecosystem in egypt. women identified exposure through international events, summits, and exhibitions as one of the top opportunities for them. over the last few years, there has been an increase on entrepreneurship events that brought renowned speakers and different players together to share their experience and expertise with the general audience and egyptian entrepreneurs, for example riseup, techne summit, etc., this clearly had a positive impact on women. they as well identified the openness of markets in certain industries as an opportunity availed to them through the ecosystem. as table 2 showed, women are starting businesses in manufacturing and it industries, which was not the case compared to few years ago (hattab, 2012). another element that was perceived as an opportunity is the introduction of entrepreneurship education at universities, equally with the availability of training programmes targeting women entrepreneurs.
Fig. 2 Assessment of Entrepreneurship Ecosystem – Opportunities

The last question in the survey attempted to garner women entrepreneurs’ general feeling towards the ecosystem by asking them whether they feel the entrepreneurship ecosystem in Egypt is discriminating against women or not. The analysis was done incorporating the number of years since the business was established (Table 5) since experience impacts the decision-making process, the perception of entrepreneurs and their judgement. It is noticeable that women with less years in business perceive the ecosystem to be discriminating against them, however, those who have been in the business for more than 5 years perceive it the opposite way.

Table 5 Women Entrepreneurs’ General feeling towards Ecosystem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When was your business established?</th>
<th>Do you believe that the entrepreneurial ecosystem in Egypt is discriminating against women?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more than 1 - less than 3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 and less than 5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 and less than 10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Analysis of the semi-structured interviews

The outcomes of the survey analysis were supported by the analysis of the in-depth semi-structured interviews. The thematic analysis coding exercise yielded the following themes/results, which were guided by Isenberg (2010):

1. Culture and social norms
2. Finance
3. Networks and support programs
4. Government policies, rules, and regulations

In terms of culture and social norms, it was noticeable how this issue has been raised through all the interviews even when discussing other aspects of the ecosystem. It was demonstrated through the expected gender role, society’s perception of women’s work and family support. All women interviewed reported that one of the main issues they encountered was their marital status, especially when they were attempting to raise funding, as summed up by one respondent:

“when we started to raise seed capital, I faced so many biased questions, till now VCs are asking female entrepreneurs whether they plan to get married, to have children and when, etc.. my co-founder, he is a male, he has never been asked such a question. He is married and has a daughter, but no one asked him about his wife nor his kid, unlike me!!”

This perception of women’s role impacts women’s ability as well to communicate and interact with some of ecosystem players, mentors for example. Although there are no official figures of male to female mentors, investors, etc.. but it is noticeable that the ecosystem in Egypt is male dominated. Some of interviewees expressed their concern over this, especially when some mentors doubted their abilities to run the business hence neglect their presence as one respondent mentioned:

“Some mentors made me feel frustrated. I remember we had a good mentor with technology background. First time I met him, he made me feel I am in a test. So, anything I would do, I must do it great, or else I am a loser, I am nobody. He couldn’t imagine women doing something right. This guy never looked at me, never addressed anything to me, and any question he had, he would totally ignore me and direct it to the male co-founder”.

In male dominated societies, it is expected that women’s main role is to raise a family and take full responsibility for it. This kind of sociocultural environment poses serious challenges for
women entrepreneurs (Nasir et al., 2019), that might drive them to put their business on hold, as one respondent stated

“Another challenge I faced was getting married and the need to balance between my work and my new family to ensure I am not missing anything here or there. It was not easy, I just juggling all the time, and everyone was expecting me to prioritize my family, which I did, business now in stagnant stage till I am to balance things again”.

However, family support plays an important role in enabling women to achieve the balance and access resources, especially financial, in addition to moral support. According to Neneh (2017) women entrepreneurs’ firms perform better when emotionally, instrumentally, and financially supported by their families, as confirmed by one of respondents:

“everything I done was a result of my family’s support. They encouraged me to do what I want to do, to go out and explore even when I told them I want to quit my work at the bank. My family always believed in me, and this gave me the self-confidence to look forward and take step forward. Same applies to my husband; it’s because of this, my journey is positive; otherwise, I would be wired with so many problems that will affect me personally, hence affecting the business”.

In terms of access to finance, women entrepreneurs have confirmed previous research findings about the difficulties in accessing finance that impact all entrepreneurs regardless of their gender (Saadallah and Salah, 2019) and the hardships facing women in particular (Mahrous, 2019; Beninger et al., 2016), which had a negative impact on their growth aspirations as one respondent indicated:

“Funding is another issue when expanding as there was an increase in demand on the services we provide. I have been trying to find different mechanisms to raise money but was not always successful, hence failing to execute my plans”

The results showed two main intertwined issues facing women entrepreneurs when they attempt to raise funding, the amount of funding and the accessibility to funds, indicating that prejudice against women entrepreneurs still exists stemming from investors’ preconceived bias toward the ability of women entrepreneurs to handle the business and financials (Brooks et al., 2014). This as well arises from the sociocultural factors that were discussed earlier, as stated by one of respondents:

“Within the talk about funding, it is not only access to finance is the challenges, but the amount as well. There is a huge gap between the amounts given to women compared to men; yes women are being funded, but the ticket size is less than what they need and for sure less than (almost 60-70% less). Investors don’t have much of trust in women. We are also asked questions about how you will make business work while men are being asked about the opportunities, so the assumption here that women will cause the business to stumble into challenges.

In terms of support programs, women expressed their satisfaction with the increase in the number of programmes designed particularly for women to connect them with other women
key players in the ecosystem, for example female investors and mentors, and its impact that extends beyond them to reach their communities, as one entrepreneur stated

"I had a big problem when I initiated the registration process, but with the support of one the mentors from the programme, it was resolved. I wouldn’t have been able to do it by myself. When my family attended the demo day, their attitude changed, I felt their pride. Later when my cousin wanted to start her business, my father initiated the talks with her parents to convince them to allow her to pursue her dreams”.

Further than all-women programmes, women had difficulties in networking with other entrepreneurs, suppliers, etc., which deprived them from access to information and opportunities (Memon, 2020), which has been confirmed by one respondent

“It is all about connections and networking and sometimes it is not something easy for women to be engaged in, even if they wish, rarely they are invited to be part of such circles. Usually, they start for example late like 12 am, which is not something possible for women. Thus, there are lost opportunities here for women”.

In terms of government policies, rules, and regulations, there was a consensus among women entrepreneurs that the Government of Egypt through its different agencies is more concerned with entrepreneur; yet they all agreed that the government must launch cross-cutting intervention to face cumbersome routine especially in the processes and procedures, to reduce the steps needed to register the business, especially it is impacting all entrepreneurs irrespective of their gender.

“Though this is not dealing with the government, but I believe it has to do with the regulations, we had a big problem when we wanted to have a bank account. Many banks refused to open an account for us as we are a startup. The process was very bureaucratic, and the process took more than one month. But I don’t think it has to do with the gender, as both me and my co-founder who were opening the account”.

In reference to the question of whether the ecosystem is discriminating against women or not, there was a lack of consensus among the interviewees. An excerpt from one respondent”

“The ecosystem from gender lens (for women) is like 5 years behind, if compared to men. This is reflected on all practices within the ecosystem”.

The main issue with the ecosystem lies in some practices that, although not directly targeted towards women, disadvantage them. For example, the networking or access to trained human capital. One respondent mentioned:

“The ecosystem is always favouring those who are accessible 24/7. When you have family to take care of or when your family opposes the idea of staying out late, then you don’t qualify for their support. So eventually it is all more males than females who make use of the opportunities of the ecosystem”.

However, there was an agreement that the ecosystem is now more open towards women entrepreneurs, with an increase in the number of programmes targeting women specifically and
providing them with training, education, mentorship, incubation, and funding. An excerpt from one respondent

“The ecosystem just very recently started to consider women entrepreneurship. There are a lot of programmes out there, telling women to start”.

5 Discussion, Conclusions and Recommendations

There has been an increase in number of women emerging as entrepreneurs both in developed and developing economies. This has been facilitated by the growth in various programmes and initiatives directed towards supporting women throughout their entrepreneurial journey. However, the gap in entrepreneurial activities between males and females remains persistent, whereas the numbers of women entrepreneurs around the world are less than their fellow males. Although there is no consensus among researchers explaining this gender gap (Markussen and Røed, 2017), yet some evidence shows that this is due to the barriers facing women entrepreneurs on accessing and mobilizing economic, social, cultural capital (Shankar, Elam and Glinski, 2020) which goes against the general assumption behind entrepreneurial ecosystems.

Entrepreneurial ecosystem (EE) comprises multiple interdependent elements synchronised in such a way to drive the entrepreneurial activity in a certain territory. In Egypt, the EE has been flourishing over the past few years as a result of public and private sectors’ interventions. However, the gender gap in entrepreneurship has been consistent over the years (Rizk and Rashed, 2022; Mahrous, 2019; Hattab, 2012; El-Hamidi, 2011). Although women in Egypt have a positive perception of entrepreneurship and an intention to start their businesses (Elam et al., 2021), the total entrepreneurial activity rate among Egyptian women was 5.7%, compared to that of Egyptian males, whose TEA rate was 16.7%. The figures are alarming considering the efforts directed towards women in Egypt, indicating a gap between what the ecosystem is offering to women and what women need.

Hence it was deemed vital to assess the entrepreneurship ecosystem from women entrepreneurs’ perception to identify why is this gap present and persist. Results have shown that women do not believe that the ecosystem is decrementing against them, however, it has some practices that are unfavourable to them based on their gender. Networking was one of the challenging factors that women have identified as hindering their growth; although they felt it was not intended towards them, but how networks are built and nurtured is disadvantaging them. Networks in Egypt are built during informal setups that do not fit women nor their schedules due to social norms, for example, casual gathering in the late hours of the day, which deprives them from grasping information and opportunities that are usually shared during these meetups. Another factor that has negatively impacted women, was the lack of skilled labour. Although this has been identified as an issue facing all entrepreneurs, but for women it was also tied with their gender, as some employees refused to join/work under the supervision of a female and at some instances they were called “aggressive” and “bossy” while referring to the way how they manage the company.

Women have acknowledged that there are multiple sources of funding, however, it is challenging for them due to the amounts they manage to secure and the experience itself.
Results have shown that the amounts they receive are less than what they ask for, hence they depend more on their personal savings which limits their abilities to grow their businesses. In some contexts, women were asked by investors some personal questions related to their marital status or children, which they felt unpleasant and has been an irritating experience, especially their male co-founders were not asked similar questions. This was a reason that some of them refrained from seeking money from investors as they felt they were questioning their abilities to manage the funds. Interestingly, in 2007, the Ministry of Finance issued a report about the challenges facing Egyptian women entrepreneurs, one of which was the personal questions asked by investors about marriage and kids (Ministry of Finance, 2007).

One of factors that had an impact on women was the culture. The expected gender role and sociocultural norms put huge pressures on women entrepreneurs, that, in some cases, they had to put business on halt. The norms are more prevalent in rural areas, especially if the woman entrepreneur must travel or spend some days away from the house. On the other hand, family support, which is one item of culture, is acknowledged to play an important role on women’s success in their businesses. Women entrepreneurs rely on their families in securing money to cover the needs of their businesses; results have shown the family comes second as a source of finding, while others were helped by their families to achieve the work-life balance especially the young entrepreneurs.

Women are facing interlinked issues that have multi-layered impacts, hence there is a need for certain gender-responsiveness actions at different fronts. In terms of mentoring and support services, there is a need to prepare more female mentors to help women overcome the problem of accessibility and get connected to other women who understand the needs. Also create programmes for males to enable them to not only provide females with mentoring but do so based on understanding their needs and the methodology to follow when delivering mentorship session to women. In terms of access to funding, there are multiple actions to be taken. First, women entrepreneurs must be trained on investment-readiness, not only their businesses but they need to understand how to approach investors, how to address them and answer their questions, especially if it is related to their personal lives and how to close the deals. The scene has very few female investors, thus an increase in their numbers is needed through, for example, awareness campaigns, incentive programmes or establishment of a network. Another action is targeting male investors on addressing women entrepreneurs, evaluating their businesses rather than focusing on their capabilities based on their gender. It is recommended that the government through its different entities to take a major role in leading and orchestrating the different activities in collaboration with the other organizations to ensure a nurturing and inclusive ecosystem.

6 Limitations and Future Research

Although the study succeeded in answering the research questions, but there are limitations that have implications for future research. The study attempted to assess the ecosystem through gender lens, however data was collected from women entrepreneurs only, which might offer a biased perception while writing up the analysis, thus as a recommendation for future research is to incorporate and compare male entrepreneurs’ perception in the analysis. The sample size
and structure can be a limitation to generalize the findings, thus future research that has a larger sample can give a better insight, especially if comprised those who opted not to register their businesses or those who had to shut down the businesses earlier.
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